
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a vp-health. We appreciate
you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the
position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for vp-health

Analyze and make recommendations to enhance work efficiency and
information flow processes along with suitability and accuracy of Clinical
Informatics
Profit and Loss (P&L) management
Develop of State-specific strategic plan that includes prioritization and
approach for executing technology and BPO services in the States
Direct client communication and interface, which includes proactive
communication, handling complaints, goal setting, reports, audit responses,
account issues, and IT issues
Responsible for the growth of the division by identifying new business and
current work process improvements and recognizing potential new business
from existing or potential clients
Responsible for success rates for all clients including establishing certification
goals, cancel/return standards, cycle times, and client revenue goals
Responsible for ensuring appropriate resourcing levels through workforce
planning
Partner with recruitment to implement activities designed to attract, develop,
and retain a diverse work team
Provide proactive feedback to direct reports and other team members
concerning possible issues or areas of improvement
Develop and maintain knowledge, awareness, and understanding of company
policies and procedures, goals and objectives, plans and strategies
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In-depth and thorough knowledge of patient-reported outcome products,
strategic/analytic, and marketing concepts
Experience presenting product/market ideas to clients in a consultative sales
manner
Organizational & administrative skills
Superior interpersonal communication and extremely strong presentation
skills
Track record of success working within a start up environment
Strategic business thinker in addition to a strong clinician and possess
effective strategic leadership skills who can direct influence patient care
delivery and decision-making at the regional and national level


